


“Durability Not Disposability”

Our Blankets 
are investment pieces

  Our blankets are investment pieces, of exceptional quality and luxurious 
softness designed to be cherished and enjoyed for years.  Available in a 
generous array of colours, our products are designed to reflect a customer's 
individual lifestyle, décor & needs with timelessness & warmth.  



In an Industry where exclusivity and catering to an Client’s colour palette                          
requirements is essential, we can help you do exactly that with our blankets.

Colour:
You can create hundreds of possible colour combinations, from the generous array of 
shades offered by Zegna Baruffa.  Knitted swatches in your chosen colours allow you 
to view the final look onsite to select the best pairing.

Flexibility:
YYour requirements...the ultimate luxuriousness of pure cashmere?  Machine           
washable wool?   Perhaps a smaller sized blanket for a child sized bed or a single bed?  
Or do you have your own design in mind?   We create blankets uniquely tailored to 
meet your specifications.

Manufacturing MOQ:
Small runs? For bespoke we realise you may not require 100 or 1000 pieces.  Small runs? For bespoke we realise you may not require 100 or 1000 pieces.  We offer  
production runs of as few as 10 pieces per colour/size, or we can run to hundreds.  
Every order is costed individually, and as per each client’s requirements.

Custom M ade 
Bespoke Services





Our Production Background
  The Scottish College of Textiles and Design is where it all began with a 
Degree in Textiles & a Thesis on “Pilling”.  Now over two decades later with 
experience worldwide working with luxury fibres, sourcing, designing & 
production, we have an extensive, practical knowledge of the Industry along 
with a good Supplier network.

    Appreciating the softness, comfort & warmth that these fibres offer, 
making our first range of fine Merino Wool blankets was both a natural 
extension and an accident. The accident began when a customer absolutely 
insisted we sell him our very first blanket sample, (a sample that we at the 
time were still undecided about making).  Now hundreds of blankets later, 
they are in homes, on sofas & beds around the world, with a constantly 
repeated request “make them bigger!”

    The original blanket width made was 155cm wide, with many of us 
sleeping on Queen & King sized beds, this simple request became our job for 
the next two years to resolve, which we did, now with our new range of 
210cm wide  blankets in a timeless herringbone design.  

“Create the home you want.  We craft blankets of softness and warmth that 
are as individual as their owners”

Olivia Graham

H ome is….
A place for self expression, gatherings, 

sanctuary and comfort



A Little H istory...
  Merino sheep first arrived to Australia 1788, descendants from the royal 
merino flocks of Spain. 

  Even though this wool quality was already considered to be fine, it was the 
MacArthurs who with their selective and pure breeding methods produced a 
truly authentic Australian Merino, which had even finer wool fibre. 

  It is this superfine micron fibre that we use in our blankets, its natural 
properties providing softness, comfort and warmth.

Our blankets deliver on lasting 
Style & Comfort, starting with the 

finest raw materials...

“Merino  sheep  are all over the world,  but Australian  Merino has a 
softness & style that can only be found in the sheep raised in Australia” 



  Zegna Baruffa have been spinning yarns in Northern Italy since 1850.   
Renowned worldwide for their innovative spinning skills Baruffa is the sole 
spinner for the patented  “Cashwool” yarn.   Cashwool is spun from a merino 
wool fibre quality, that has a superb level of fineness and pureness. When 
spun the final yarn is incredibly soft, white, lightweight and has a smooth 
clean finish. Ideal for our blankets!

W ork with the Best Spinners





olivia@blankets-throws.com

W ork W ith Us

Bespoke Services:

Please feel free to email us at

for pricing and further information.

For those requiring blankets in their own choice of colours, design and size                  
specifications, as mentioned previously we have a MOQ of ten pieces per        
colourway.  Trade pricing is provided on an order by order basis.

To purchase from our current collection, simply send us an email and a             
wholesale list will be provided.   We are constantly updating our offerings,            
producing  limited numbers per colourway.

Retailers:




